
Alchemy: Projects from Sculpture Space Residencies
Alchemy (noun) - any magical power or process of transmuting a common 

substance, usually of little value, into a substance of great value.

 Artist-in-residence programs providing space, time, and financial resources are increasingly rare and excep-
tional opportunities for burgeoning and established artists. In Residence: Recent Projects from Sculpture Space, gra-
ciously made possible by The Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts and EFA Project Space, celebrates the work of artists 
whose creative process has been advantaged by such a rich opportunity. The Sculpture Space residency program was 
founded in 1976 in Utica, New York at the former Utica Steam Engine & Boiler Works plant. A wonderfully repurposed 
workspace in the heart of a once great industrial era city, it provides an interesting backdrop of materials, trades, and 
architecture for artists to explore. Since its metal and woodshop inspired origins, Sculpture Space has evolved to in-
clude and support a diversity of artists and creative processes. This selected group of works chosen from residencies 
over the last five years suggests that in all its expanded forms sculpture is indeed thriving.

 Contemporary sculpture and installation artists are intensely inventive with everyday materials as well as those 
more traditionally associated with sculpture. Sensitivity to and transformation of materials are primary to the selected 
works in this exhibition as the metaphor of alchemy suggests. This is immediately apparent in the main gallery space 
that houses a sprawling tree-like system in one corner. Upon closer inspection it becomes apparent that it is constructed 
out of 5000 red “chenille stems” or craft pipe cleaners. Like an overgrown bit of nature that has sprung up to reclaim its 
corner of the gallery, Red Sprawl by Wennie Huang takes life as it creeps across the gallery wall and ceiling space, and 
then into corners, crevices and vents. Another corner of the gallery features Dreaming Plant by Jae Hi Ahn. A series of 
delicately suspended hanging vines as intricate as any in nature, its placement near the light of the window suggests 
organic growth, but it is crafted out of recycled PVC tubing, wire, pins and petite green vinyl cutouts. Both works are 
inspired by nature and grapple with its enigma by creating systems of many small elements formed out of common 
materials. As a culture, we too are beginning to come to terms with our relationship to our environments.

 In another artwork, unexpected arts and crafts materials are similarly transformed into whimsical dioramas in 
the imaginative work Suspended Worlds by Carlos Ferguson. Each dioramic world is suspended as part of a weighted 
pulley system designed to bring the miniature scene to eye level by the viewer. Through the apertures, we encounter 
enchanting and disturbing dream-like events composed of collaged cutout images from the online Creative Commons 
(a project that encourages shared resources) mixed with common craft materials. A peephole on opposite sides of the 
shoe-box sized worlds depicts oddly juxtaposed scenes with similar thematics. One scene has people caught up in the 
natural disaster of a twister. On the other side, someone is held in a tractor beam while being pulled up into a UFO. 
Another scene’s fancy seems to be flying, which the dioramas seem to do metaphorically. These scenes are strange, 
magical, and evocative of our experience and fascination with our own inner and outer worlds. 

 A rather different approach to transforming the natural takes place primarily during the reception with Isn’t it 
You, a tactile and sensuous work by Maria Velasco. During her residency, Velasco created silicone molds designed to 
transform edible materials into a piece that explores longing and craving. At the reception in Utica, the project was 
realized with the assistance of a local chocolatier. Here in NYC with the help of Hell’s Kitchen’s Cupcake Café, molded 
text in the form of baked cup cakes scripts a poem about desire. In addition to serving as a welcome repast for gallery 
attendees, such involvement of the local community and the audience represent other contemporary impulses for sculp-
tural work that often expand into the realm of public art projects.

 Drawing with unexpected materials is another strategy employed by artists in this exhibition as was earlier 
suggested by Huang and Ahn. The Iglesias sisters transform synthetic hair into a giant textural wall relief drawing in 
Hairwork. The woven, braided and twisted elements shape masses that seem to suggest maps or continents in the ab-
stract. They are also gorgeous and grotesque reminders of femininity, myth, body, glamour, and power. With somewhat 
related themes, Jina Valentine transforms found medicinal boxes into provocative object drawings in Herbal Remedies. 
Negative space portraits of female performers of African decent are intricately carved out of herbal boxes.  Herbs such 



as snakeroot, tansy, skullcap, and sage spill through cutout images of the heroic and tragic figures of Josephine Baker, 
Dorothea Dandridge, Lena Horne, and Phyllis Hyman, lending meaning and mystery to objects found while thrift-store 
shopping.

 In the final room are two drawings made by the monumental drawing machine, Stationary Climber, created in 
residence by Abe Ferraro. Like a contemporary gym inspired version of a Jean Tinguely drawing machine, this heroic 
and humorous machine absurdly makes crude spirograph-like drawings when climbed by the participant/artist. The 
exhibition also features video documentation of the machine being operated.

 In the second gallery space, Dwelling by Beth Krebs is a perspective drawing with black tape on walls, creat-
ing imaginary doorways and spaces into worlds beyond the gallery and echoing specifics of the site’s architecture. 
Completing the illusion of the unreal space, a projected gauzey image of an open window suggests something more 
evocative lies beyond this domestic room. Nearby is a similarly illusory work Gel #43 by Sterz. A white acrylic puddle 
on the floor captures pink reflections through a gel suspended off a stage light, unexpectedly turning the mechanism of 
gallery lighting into the work itself. Both projects, and that of Takafumi Ide below, take sculpture into the realm of light, 
projection, and immateriality. 

 The natural elements of light and sound literally transform inaudible soundwaves into subtle rippled shadows 
of light on the wall in Takafumi Ide’s Reverberate. A series of three thin metal structures support shallow trays contain-
ing water illuminated from below. Round lead weights are suspended by monofilament from speakers above the water 
barely touching its surface. Vibrations of sound travel down to the weight, sending ripples into the water that cast shad-
ows onto the walls and give substance to the immaterial. This delicate, precise, and elegant work is the artist’s response 
to the death of his grandmother (the recording is her voice) and the ongoing reverberations of her now silent voice and 
life in his own. 

 Several other electronics-crafted works bring into question the relationship between the natural world and 
contemporary industrial technologies. David McQueen’s Quaking Aspens/Nervous Empire is an elaborate mechanical 
forest and root system fed by a single power supply. Its vibrating motion is triggered by the presence of the viewer as 
the tiny tree world quakes. Whether it trembles in fear or to call our attention to it does not seem to matter, as it is an 
elegant and massive presence of nature and machine. Similarly, David Bowen’s piece 4 Phototropic Devices features a 
quivering leaf machine that requires light. When it has enough light, these odd little mechanized plants shake nervously. 
However, when deprived of light the devices appear to panic and shake violently as if in the throws of death. These 
works explore the sensitivity of nature and our impact upon it. 

 These artists have brilliantly transmuted unexpected materials and methods into complex and often intimate 
works that explore our relationship to natural systems and push sculpture’s interplay between material and immaterial. 
Institutions like Sculpture Space and the Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts similarly transform artists and in so doing 
advance professional artistic development and nurture a creative culture. Any artist who has carved out time in their 
busy schedule can attest that a residency can be a time of brainstorming, breaking from the confines of our routines, 
focus, and needed experimentation. Perhaps more importantly, it is an opportunity to indulge in a creative climate that 
allows for breakthrough and transition in the artist’s process and a welcome period of production. While the genesis of 
these projects began at Sculpture Space in Utica, NY, the Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts is to be commended for 
supporting these artists and making it possible for their work to be shown to a wider New York City audience. 

- Christa Erickson, Co-Curator and Artist-in-residence 2007
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